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2007 CLUB BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Genuine Norton parts means
FAIR SPARES AMERICA, INC.
NORTON TWINS SPECIALIST

President/Tech Advisor - Alan Goldwater
80 Chanticleer Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(831) 475-7505 magicsound@aol.com
Vice President - Dave Crader
83 Palm Dr., Brentwood, CA 94513
(925) 513.3148 dpcrader@comcast.net
Secretary - Mike Sullivan
20 Bayview Ct., Milbrae, CA 94030
(650) 872.3336

THE NORTON NOTICE
is published by the Northern California Norton Owners
Club. Its purpose is to inform and entertain the club
members. The Norton Notice is a reflection of the
readership who are encouraged to submit any article,
technical tip, photograph (original or otherwise) as
long as it is in good taste so that other Norton
enthusiasts will enjoy it. The deadline for items to
be submitted for publication is the 18th of the month
preceding the issue. The Norton Notice prefers
contributions submitted electronically. Articles and
high-resolution photos can be sent in almost any
format generally common to most computers.Send
submissions or comments to LorinGuy@yahoo.com.
MEMBERSHIP
in the Northern California Norton Owners Club is
available for $20 per year and open to all Norton
motorcycle enthusiasts. Membership dues are payable
to the Club Treasurer (see right). Renewal dues are
payable at the end of the individual’s membership
year, which is designated by the last digit on the
mailing label of your Notice, or on your membership
card. All changes of address, membership or dues
questions should be directed to the Club Treasurer.
ADVERTISING RATES
are $100 per year for a 1/4 page ad.
Contact the Editor for larger ads and rates.
VISIT US ONLINE at http://www.nortonclub.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NorCalNOC/
AFFILIATIONS
The Northern California Norton Owners Club is
affiliated with both the Norton Owners Club of
England (NOC) and the International Norton
Owners Association (INOA)

Treasure/Membership - Ray Pallett
462 Del Madio#2, Mt View CA 94040
(650) 947.9780
Rides Coordinator - Tom Dabel
730 Linda Flora Ave., San Jose, CA 95127
(408) 272.0369
Norton Notice Editor - Lorin Guy
2329 Cimarron Dr., Santa Clara CA 95051
(408) 961.3468

• RESTORATION
• REPAIR
• TUNE-UP
• INSTRUCTION
• 25 Yrs Experience
• Factory Trained

Call for Quotes

Jim
Carton
(510) 483-2045

Phil Radford
(408) 292-6563 shop
(408) 292-8514 fax
P.O. Box 8224
San Jose, CA 95155
• Full range of stainless parts & fasteners
• Norvil Production Racer parts
• VISA Mastercard and AMEX accepted

www.fairsparesamerica.com
Send two first class stamps for current lists

WebMaster - Ian Reddy
5114 Devon Park Ct., San Jose, CA 95136
(408)226-9574 Ian_reddy@sbcglobal.net
Web & Norton Notice Design - Fred Fortune
FORTUNE2.com
Honorary Members
Brian Slark, Dick Slusher, Jodi Nicholas

The object of the Northern California Norton Owners Club is to
promote, encourage and develop motorcycle activities. The Club’s
members are owners or enthusiasts of Norton motorcycles and
often submit for publication in the Norton Notice technical tips.
These tips are reviewed for technical content and are believed
to be both correct and workable, but no guarantee is made or
implied that these tips or articles will work for your particular
application. The Club or membership assumes no liability or
responsibility for any issues or problems that may arise, or
omissions or deletions in connection with the technical information.
The Norton Notice articles or other materials contained express
the authors’ view only and are not necessarily the official policy
of the Northern California Norton Owners Club. The Editor
reserves the right to accept, reject, edit or alter all editorial and
advertising material submitted. The Editor serves at the discretion
of the Club’s Board of Directors. Materials may be published
both in print and/or electronically on the NCNOC web site at
nortonclub.com. ©2006 The Northern California Norton Owners
Club. Not to be reprinted without permission.

Shop and Mobile
Braze to Heliarc, we weld ANYTHING

We will work with aluminum,
stainless steel, cast iron and more!
Also we do rust repairs,
fabrication and painting.

9 to 5 weekdays
2056 Clement Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
Kim Williams
Cell phone
Fax

(510) 521-5514
(510) 541-8012
(510) 521-0965

Large Stock of
NEW & USED PARTS
9–6 pm
Tues-Fri

8–5 pm
Saturdays

EXPERT SERVICE
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Mail Orders Welcome

1984 Stone Ave., San Jose
(408) 998-4495 (408) 998-0642 fax
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DIARY
4/12 Monthly club meeting
Harry’s in San Jose starts at 8pm
4/15 BSAOCNC Mid state ride
See the Bsa website for details
4/15 NCNOC Mt. Hamilton Ride
Tom Dabel ride leader
4/21 BSAOCNC British Singles ride
See Bsa website for details
5/10 NCNOC monthly meeting
Harry’s Foster City starts at 8pm
5/20 Adopt-a-highway
Highway 35at 84 Alice’s Starts at 10am
5/20 NCNOC Ride
After clean up ride Alice’s
5/26 IOMTT anniversaries
Isle of Man, British Isles
6/02 Cambria Weekend ride
Alan Goldwater ride leader
6/14 NCNOC Club meeting
Straw Hat, San Leandro,
6/17 Fathers Day Ride
Alice’s in Skylonda
6/23/24/25 MotoMelee
For more information about club event and rides
See your website, Event and Rides section.
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2Nd Annual Soquel Vintage Motorcycle Show
—Bikes on the Bay

MINUTES OF MEETING 3/8/07
Straw Hat Pizza, San Leandro

The Capitola-Soquel Chamber of Commerce will host the
2nd Annual Soquel Vintage Motorcycle Show on Sunday,
July 1, 2007 on Main Street in Soquel. Bring the family
and enjoy viewing hundreds of Vintage pre-1985
Motorcycles and Scooters, American, British, European
and Japanese. Find that part that you’ve been missing
at our Motorcycle Swap Meet or perhaps purchase your
dream motorcycle in the Bike Corral where used
Motorcycles and Scooters will be offered for sale. Vendors
will offer the latest in bike Accessories. Food and Live
Entertainment will also be offered. Admission is free and
the event runs from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM.

20 Members present, 3 bikes ridden; Ron Bastiaans, Harry
Bunting, Keith Karn

For more information contact: Capitola-Soquel Chamber
of Commerce 716-G Capitola Avenue, Capitola, Ca. 95010
831-475-6522. www.bikesonthebay.com

Lorin Guy gave a rundown on the status of the Clubman's
show preparations. He intends to have 25+ race Nortons
on display.
A discussion was had about the need for a pop-up display
booth. Information was presented on various models
ranging in price from about $975.00 tp $1275.00
Alan Goldwater made a motion that he be authorized to
spend up to $1,000.00 to purchase the display booth.
The motion was seconded by Ken Armann. The motion
was voted on and approved unanimously.
The BSA Club is going to provide 2 trophies for Norton
bikes, one for older bikes and one for newer bikes.
Alan Goldwater will provide the projection TV in our Club
booth. Ken Armann volunteered some of his booth space
to the Club if needed.
The recently cancelled Adopt-a-Highway clean-up day has
been re-scheduled to March 25.
Alan Goldwater mentioned that the NWNOC is going to
provide free coffee and tea at this year's National Rally.
He suggested that the NCNOC provide some kind of
breakfast, maybe pancakes and/or scrambled eggs.
There was no resolution on the suggestion.
By email, Ray Pallett confirmed the reservation for
Huckleberry Flat in the San Mateo Memorial Park for this
year's Old Timer's Ride and AGM.
Diana Pettijohn proposed that the option be available to
not receive the Notices by mail if you want to receive
them by email. Lorin Guy mentioned that the Notices
were posted on the website for all to look at in color.
Alan Goldwater stated that it might be possible to get a
CD of all the old back issues of the Notice. More info on
this will be available later.
Meeting ajourned at 20:35 Respectfully submitted,

Scooter For Sale
One owner, 125cc prototype. 3 speeds forward,
1 speed reverse. Purchaser will have to retrieve
scooter wedged backwards into my garage wall.

—Mike Sullivan, Secretary
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Editor’s Rant —Lorin Guy
Whew, now it’s time for a few days of rest, the Clubman
is a done deal for 2007.
I can’t believe what a glutton for punishment I am; now
with all the frustration of this event behind me I’ve signed
on to go one step further. I want to officially announce
to the club that I will not be involved in the Norton clubs
2008 Clubman show plans. Hans Millberg and I have
rented the building across the walk and are planning the
European Motorcycle show and swap 2008. This will be
similar to the Clubman but for European vintage bikes.
It’s an idea Hans and I discussed two years ago, I cleared
it with BSA club (not wanting to step on any toes) but last
year we had no time or money and put it off till 2008.
With weeks to go before the 2007 Clubman Barry Porter
asked Hans and I straight up, are you going to do it or
not? In a moment of weakness and with my mind still
clouded in Clubman stuff to do, I said, hell, why not! Hans
nodded in agreement, with his half smile, as if to say,
I’m in if you are, but…'c9
So here I am in the planning stages of what could be one
of the biggest motorcycle events in Santa Clara County
(not HD related), March 29th 2008 will tell the tail, The
British motorcycles, Clubman show, European Motorcycle
Show & Swap 2008 and indoor AMA Flat Track, all on the
same weekend at the same location. Thousands of
motorcyclists all gathered in mutual admiration, all linked
by the same thread, and all having a great time. It’ll be
a real riders show, oh sure we won’t have the oxygen
bar and cigar room of the Legends show and there will
not be a weenie bite or wet t-shirt contest, but we’ll have
a quality show for people who really ride. But I jest, or
do I…'c9
If any of you have continental bikes you would like to
enter in the European Motorcycle Show 2008 you can
contact me January 2008 the first honored marque de
excellence is Ducati.
I guess most of you saw the new professional display the
club now owns at the Clubman event, nifty and compact.
Very nice unit and I believe we made a good investment.
This will enable us to show more and do less work to do
it and it gives the club a more professional look. With
about five shows a year, it was totally labor intensive and
a strain this unit will offer us flexibility without so much
work. Credit Alan Goldwater with this labor saving idea.
Ed. Correction: in last months issue of the Norton Notice
we printed a cool story about the rotary Norton racer, all
the credit due was not offered, so I want to correct that
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oversight by accrediting first the authors, the story was
written by Rowena Hoseason; only the final part about
WSB homologation came from Martin Gelder, the whole
article was from this is a great car and motorcycle website
and full of fantastic articles and pictures. It’s highly
recommended.

1st Annual Unofficial Easter Ride to Alice’s
– Diana Pettijohn, Fred Fortune

So it looks like riding season is here and be sure to check
your club website, the calendar is full of rides, not only
NCNOC but others too. The site is bursting with cool Norton
pix, ads and more. Soon tech tips and of course all the
Norton Notices you could ever wanna see or read. Visit
your website often.

Leaving Campbell, a quick run up to speed on 85 showed
Diana’s Commando to have more vibration than it should
at 90+. A more sedate pace was chosen the balance of
the morning. The Nortons soon met up with the BAS
contingent at the Saratoga 76 and chatted while waiting
for a few last minute stragglers. With no move towards
continuing the mission, the Nortons donned helmets and
departed first with Diana in the lead. At four corners Fred
took over the lead and we continued on to Alice’s through
the chill and road spray kicked up from our 19 inchers.

Adopt-A highway Clean up —Lorin Guy
The make up date for the Adopt-a-highway clean up was
held March 25, Sunday and started a bit later than the
usual time of 10am. The 11am start seems to have been
the magic touch for the club as we saw 20+ members
show up to sweep the highway clean of debris. We netted
a number of full bags and had a good walk in process.
Weather was very nice, clear skies and cool temperatures
greeted the crew as Kathryn Guy set out the coffee cakes
and freshly brewed hot coffee.
Norm Trueblood was late as he stopped help a fellow
biker who had run out of gas, his Commando Interstate
tank holds enough fuel for two as he was able to find a
paper cup along the roadside to make the transfer. (Um,
it was not our area, we clean’um up good) his Good
Samaritan act was not lost on the weary as the rider came
over to our encampment to thank the whole club for just
being around.
The northern group saw Ron Bastiaans, Mike Sullivan,
Donna and Terry Morrison, Harry Bunting, net a full bag
each and the southern route with Kathryn Guy, Jerry
Grainger, Sachie and George Shoblo, pulling in some good
trash and spotting an abandoned mattress. Around the
parking lot were Alan Goldwater, Leonard Losty, Ray
Pallett and Don Goforth. New prospect Dan Pomeroy and
Carolyn Scott and Dan Brockmier picked up the staging
area, while Tom Dabel, Isabel Gloege and Liz Sain helped
at the sign in table. Lorin Guy drank coffee ate cake and
ran for another hot pot at Alice’s .
So it was a great turn out, we cleaned the heck out of
the road and again we show just what the NCNOC is all
about. Good times groups efforts and fun mornings
eating stuff.

8:30 am Easter Sunday, two Commandos and a Mercury
rolled out of Ken’s shop to crash Bay Area Sportsters prebike blessing Easter ride and breakfast gab fest at Alice’s.

While breakfasting Alice’s typical hearty fare we spotted
other NCNOC notaries across the street. Meals complete,
we walked over to say hi to El Presidente Alan Goldwater
on his spotless Commander, Len Austi on his equally clean
MkIII and Mia Lai on her Triumph Tiger. After visiting for
awhile and inspecting the other bikes it was time to head
home for family obligations. Fred lead back to 4 corners
then continued for a ride down a virtually desolate Skyline
and Bear Creek. Ken and Diana broke off down 9 and
midway traded bikes so Ken could explore the Commando’s
vibration giving Diana the opportunity to confirm the
featherbed as “The worlds best handling motorcycle
chassis”. Indeed it was...smooth in the corners and plenty
fast. Turned out the Commando needed the Isolastics
adjusted which were making the bike shake more than
her Victor thumper.
All in all a fabulous day of riding on our some of our
finest backroads.
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A 1967 Atlas ad from the Club Website. For more
great Norton ads, images and archival print material
visit http://www.nortonclub.com/coppermine/
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NCNOC East Bay Ride March 11, 2007
—Keith Karn
Daylight Saving time came too early for most Nortoneers.
I was the only Norton guy at the Florence in Niles till
about 10:30 when the rest of the usual suspects started
to straggle in. Coffee, coffee and more coffee was the
order of the day. By the 11 am start time we had a sizable
showing, but I knew better than to leave on time, and
Frank wasn't even the last one to arrive.
The weather was beautiful and 15 people on 9 Nortons,
2 Triumphs, 2 Beemers and 1 Harley departed the Florence
about 11:15 for a rowel with the back roads.
The speed of Niles Canyon soon gave way to the curves,
vineyards and horses of Palomares Road. One of my
faves and quite rock free this time. Soon we were back
in civilization and Castro Valley Blvd. Three to four miles
of shopping centers, gas stations, banks and the ubiquitous
AAAA Rent-A-Spaces. We were on Redwood Rd. the first
couple miles are posted at 40 but after our pit stop near
the golf course the limit drops to 35 then 25.
When I first moved here from Michigan in 1976, Redwood
Rd. was “Racer Alley”. On my old Honda XL250 single,
I was passed at high speed constantly by RD360s, Cafed
out CL360s and of course many Commandos. The good
news was that back then there were still open MC trails
in the East Bay park system and I had trials tires, so I
could venture off road into the hard baked adobe ruts
that most of the trails consisted of. But back to the present
and my fear of EB Park police. I have seen them a lot on
Redwood Rd. so I kept the speed down. Too slow I know
for a lot of the club riders, but I didn't want to lose anyone
and I also got a ticket from the EB police in Tilden Park
for 42 in a 25 a couple years ago. It cost me $126 and
left a painful memory in my wallet.
After meandering thru the hills on Redwood Rd. we turned
onto Skyline and headed for the Wall. Skyline winds
through a lot of parkland and hill houses and is a great
curvy road, but on weekends tends to fill with bicycles,
walkers and people in cars going to the dog parks. You’ve
got to watch for the unexpected. Finally after 6 miles or
so we turned onto Grizzly Peak, then right at Sibley Park.
If you ever have time, there are very nice hiking trails
that start here and go through the whole EB park system.
Back when Russia had money and was considered a
threat, the hills were full of Nike missile defense
installations. Some of the fortifications are still there. A
short run on Grizzly brought us to the Wall.

The view of the whole bay area out over the top of the
UCB campus is always spectacular. But today with warm
temps and clear skies it was superb. You could almost see
the Farallone Islands 20+ mile out over the north tower
of the GG Bridge.
After a quick call to Lane Splitters Pizza to confirm our
lunch setup, we said goodbye to a few riders that headed
home. A quick ride down Claremont thru the canyon and
past the beautiful Claremont Hotel, which was lucky to
escape the horrible EB fire in 1991, we arrived at Lane
Splitters. I always liked both this one and the one in
Berkeley, but parking is easier here. Pizza, beer, iced tea
and various drinks were consumed, or in some cases
worn. Moral of the story is don't let guys with Throttle
Wrist do the pouring. Over all it was a beautiful day and
a great, if too slow ride. Next year I’ll go faster and count
on my sweep person to pick up strays.
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A 750 Commando MkIII —Dr. Andy Holmes
Owners Report: I originally built this bike for a girlfriend
to ride, hence I opted for the MkIII electric start Commando
with left hand gear change, and lowered the seat height.
The original starter motor had a reputation for not working
due to NVT using a cheapo 2-brush Prestolite starter motor
and solenoid (made in USA). This was remedied by fitting
the body from a 1970's Harley Davidson starter motor,
again a Prestolite item with the same dimensions, but
with 4 brushes and 4 field coils instead of 2.
I bought the bike incomplete from a friend who races
Commando's and has done a 100mph of the TT course
on a Commando in the Manx GP. Several bits had been
cannibalized for use on the race bikes, including the barrel
and cylinder head. I just happened to have a spare 750
cylinder head and pistons, so I bought a 73mm bore alloy
barrel and converted it to a 750. It may be the world's
only electric start 750 MkIII Commando.
So what's it like to ride ? The engine has torque at
low revs unlike most modern bikes, but shakes around
a bit on the rubber mounts below 3000rpm. Above 3,000
the Isolastics work quite well, and the bike is a whole lot
less vibratory than any other British vertical twin. Due to
the very long stroke (a whopping 89mm) and alloy
conrods, the motor is redlined at 7,000 and will definitely
explode if persistently over-revved. The exhaust sounds
like a proper motorbike, and despite only having four
gears the mid range torque can be exploited to easily
deal with modern 4-wheeled traffic. The diaphragm-spring
clutch is light in operation, I don't know why modern
bikes don't use this design, but the gear change is a little
stiff and neutral very hard to find due to the laughable
cross-over mechanism. I may convert it back to right hand
gear change. The bike has fairly high, wide bars, but is
fitted with Hyde rear sets. Handling is good on a smooth
road surface, but the forks don't work all that well due
to excessive stiction. At higher speeds on an uneven
surface, such as much of the IOM TT course, the rubber
mounted chassis seems to get itself into a low frequency
oscillation, which is a little unnerving rather than
dangerous. Also, if you ride at 40 mph and take your
hands off the bars, they begin to oscillate from side to
side with increasing amplitude, but fortunately this doesn't
happen at higher speeds. The handling would probably
be improved by fitting a Norvil head steady to reduce
twisting on the rubber mounts, and a steering damper
would also help. Maxton can improve the forks for about
200 quid, which involves basically throwing away the
Norton internals and starting again. I'm thinking of
making some replacement fork bushes in teflon to reduce
the stiction, which may be a cheaper fix. Despite the
braided hose and Lockheed racing caliper (coincidentally

the same as the ones on Todd's 1987 ), the front brake
is not really up to scratch by modern standards, and a
bigger disc is needed. These are available from Norvil
and other sources, but I haven't fitted one yet. A master
cylinder with a smaller piston diameter would also be
good to improve the feel. A Lockheed adjustable racing
master cylinder would be ideal.
Original Specification: 1975 Norton Commando Mklll
• Engine: Four-stroke, OHV, 2 valves per cylinder, 2
cylinders, air cooled
• Displacement: 745 cc
• Bore and stroke: 73.0 x 89.0 mm
• Compression Ratiot: 9:1
• Carburettors: Amal Concentric mk 1 30mm , two
• Lubrication: Dry Sump
• Clutch: Diaphragm spring, cable operated
• Ignition: Points
• Transmission: 4-speed, constant mesh
• Overall Length: 2220mm (87.5 inches)
• Overall Width: 660mm (26 inches)
• Overall Height: 1035mm (40.75 inches)
• Seat Height: 800mm (31.5 inches)
• Wheelbase: 1440mm (56.75 inches)
• Ground Clearance: 150mm (6 inches)
• Dry Weight: 211kg (464 lbs)
• Suspension (Front): Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped
(barely), non adjustable
• Suspension (Rear): Twin Koni shocks, adjustable
preload and damping
• Brakes (Front): Single 270mm disc, hydraulic
• Brakes (Rear): 270mm disc brake hydraulic operated
• Tyres: = Avon 90/90 H19, Dunlop TT100 410H19
• Fuel Tank Capacity: 11.2L (2.5 Imp Gal.
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Alan’s Wrench
April 2007 ©2007 All Rights Reserved
Sooner or later every British bike owner discovers the
fragility of the Smiths speedometer drive. This little dingus
has more ways of breaking and wearing out than I care
to count. The most common in my experience is that the
bullet-shaped plug opposite the cable comes loose,
sometimes spitting out the worm drive piece before you
notice. The cable attachment fitting often loosens at the
same time. If you see the speedometer needle flipping
intermittently, stop as soon as possible and check for
these loose parts, before they’re lost along the road.
This kind of failure isn’t what I would call a breakdown.
It’s not gonna leave you stranded, and yes I’ve heard the
stories about the cable wrapping around the axle and
locking the rear wheel, but I don’t think it can happen.
Anyway, it is annoying and expensive, with new speedo
gearbox units over $100 and even used ones going for
$50 or more.
Here’s a roadside fix I came up with a few years ago.
You’ll only need a small file or a sharp knife blade and
about 6 inches of solid wire, although pliers would help
too. File or cut a small notch across the end of the bulletshaped end plug. Wrap the middle of wire completely
around the cable fitting, below the nut. Run the ends
down the opposite sides of the drive. Pull the end from
the back across the notch you made, and twist the ends
tightly. Trim off the excess and Bob’s your uncle.

When I first did this repair, I used a piece of fence wire
found by the side of the road. I later replaced it with
some stainless safety wire, but just about any kind of
solid wire should work forever, as there’s lots of grease
down there and virtually no stress. As a bonus, you don’t
have to remove the rear wheel and it only takes a few
minutes to install.
Last month I mentioned the new Avon AM26 Roadrider
tire that’s replacing the Super Venom and Roadrunner.
Lynn Miller has been using a set on his Commando, and
comments that they are an excellent choice for the bike.
Traction and stability seem to be as good or better than
the old tires, and steering is a bit quicker. After about
300 miles there’s no noticeable wear, and although it’s
too soon to know for sure, perhaps they will last longer
than the 3000 miles typical of the AM18 (rear). The only
negative comment Lynn made was that these tires are
rather hard to mount, perhaps due to the rounder profile.
The Clubman’s Show is next week as I write. I have a
special feature planned, to compliment the fine display
of Norton race bikes Lorin has assembled. I hope you
enjoy it. See you there!
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Silly Motorcycle Tricks And The Lessons Learned
— Lorin Guy
Over the years I've performed some incredibly silly
motorcycle tricks, no I'm not a professional trick rider or
a circus run-a-way. I'm just your average (ok a little
better then average) leisure rider. Riding for over 35
years situations arise and shit happens, but with each
incident I've learned a lesson that I've carried with me
for years. I was reminded of some of these silly tricks
while reminiscing with an old friend at the Clubman's last
week.
My first silly trick was when I first started riding, I was
about 11years old and I had a Kawasaki 125 street and
trail. My buddy and I were in a field and decided we
wanted to learn to pop a wheelie. My friend went first
and got the front wheel up about three inches, I surmised
that there was not enough gas applied and more gas
means higher off the ground. Now it was my turn, Gas,
dump the clutch and the bike came up, up too high and
dumped me off the back, smashing my face into the seat,
I let go of the handlebars the bike with still some
momentum and a lot of gas took off crashing into a fence
of a house near the field. I learned, even at that tender
age, "I'll never do that again".
Then there was the time on a cross-country trip, 5 of us
touring the USA for a month on motorcycles; right out of
high school we were adventurous if not a bit green. We
stopped in Nebraska for the night and took a camp spot,
my buddy Mark and I went to the liquor store for some
beer and munchies while the others set up camp, we got
the beer but forgot the munchies as we were getting back
on the bikes Mark, turned to run back into the store for
the food, handed me the beer in the bag. Now I'm on
my bike, parked near a cement parking stop, my foot on
the stop and the beer on my lap, the bike with kick stand
up, I'm waiting... the beer slips off my lap and to keep
it from scratching my tank I try to grab it, losing my
footing and the bike starts to list right, I step down to
find I've missed the cement stop and now my foot is
between the bike frame and the cement stop, as the bike
falls over I am now in pain and trapped under the bike,
my leg being crushed by the cement stop and the weight
of the bike, but I had the beer in my left hand and it's
ok... As my buddy exits the store he sees my predicament
and now laughing his ass off asks "dude, where's the
beer?" he lifts the bike to free my leg and I jump up (if
not a bit lame) we lifted my bike up. Lesson learned...
"I'll never do that again.'
Some lessons have to do with laws of nature and physics,
I parked a bike in my driveway, with the bike leaning up
hill, I approached the bike from the left (the down hill

side) having to left my leg extremely high to get it over
the seat the bike begins to tip left, my leg now higher
than my head, as the bike begins to fall on top of me in
a slow decent, my mind screaming "OH NO!! Oh I hope
no ones looking" trapped under the bike I scramble up
to my feet, but the bike is now on It's side and leaning
down hill... now there is probably an equation for the
increased amount of strength need to lift the bike up hill
once it's completely down, but I really did not have time
to perform ciphers, I muscled the bike but could not pick
it up. A bit frustrated and very embarrassed I now thought
to pull it from the other side... again there has to be a
formula that says this will not work. So deciding that
getting the bike upright was the ultimate goal I turned
the bike to face the front wheel down hill and with all
my might I able to lift the bike on to it's stand... whew.
"I'll never do that again".
Recently I was moving my very heavy Krazee 1300 from
the garage to the street, my trailer was in the driveway
but I thought I could make a Y turn at the top of the
driveway and point the bike to the street, while performing
the Y turn the bike became wedged between the trailer
and the brick gate post. The bike was leaning right and
I was sitting on the bike, the trailer (unmovable) was
wedged on the left handlebar and the weight of the bike
was pulling it down the driveway. I had to apply the front
brake; the rear of the bike now wedged against the brick
gatepost was scratching the chrome pipe if I tried to move
the bike. Wedged I was trying to push the bike (700lbs)
back up the drive with my legs dangling on either side
of the bike; this was not happening the shear weight of
the bike was too much. Deciding I needed to get off the
bike to properly push it, but still needing to hold the front
brake to keep it from rolling, I decided to lean against
the trailer with my left shoulder and stretching my right
arm as far as I could to hold the brake and keep the bike
from tipping right, I got up and forced my body against
the trailer inching up until I was almost off the bike, left
foot on the peg, using the wedged situation to stabilize
my weight and the tip factor of the bike. The bike now
leaning more to the right and against the brick post, I
inched myself off to the left, pulling with all I'm worth
I got the bike off the gatepost and back into the Y of the
Y turn. Whew I thought there is no way in hell I can lift
this bike alone if it falls, and I think I pulled every muscle
in my chest and back..."I'll never do that again"
So all the lessons I've learned over the years, I could
write a book, well maybe short story of silly motorcycle
tricks but that lesson keep ringing in my head...
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2007 Clubman Show and Swap —Lorin Guy
The Northern California Norton Owners club staggered
the crowd at the BSA Clubs 20th annual Clubman show in
San Jose Ca. March 31st. presenting a tribute to Isle Of
Man 100th anniversary and Norton Racing. The collection
of Norton racing motorcycles, Norton racing posters,
pictures and IOM memorabilia was amazing.
Upon entering, the room was ablaze with the British flag
balloons and encircling the display bikes were 36x24
black and white poster sized photos of Norton racers and
classic scenes from Isle of Man, classic sounds of the Manx
were to be heard from the hidden sound system near the
memorabilia tables. 25 fine examples of Norton racers
from pre war machines through the classic production
racers were set out for inspection. Included were the first
proddy racer, the Cycle World test bike, and one of the

last production racers, belonging to Steve Thompson.
(Winner in the full concours class for 1948-1983
competition bikes).
Other rare and collectibles on display were the model 88
Twins racer of the Van Tassel brothers, and a sleek looking
model 25 flat tank racer belonging to Paul D’Orleans,
two 500T Norton trials bikes, of Ray Pallett and Art Sirota,
among a gaggle of classic Manx racers. Special thanks
goes to Fred Mork and the others
who made such a great effort to be part of this
legendary display.
The NCNOC club members were out in force as many
came early for setup, and early was 5:30 am many
staying the entire day. Booth attractions included the new
NCNOC professional booth with photos of club activities
and a membership drive give away, regalia was available
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all day and included the Norton Ads in addition to the
t-shirts and pull-overs.
A sleek movie theater was built in the back area behind
the booth and offered free popcorn and campy movies
that included classic British motorcycles a rotating video
display of Norton racers on a flat panel screen was on
the club table set up by Kathryn Guy. Lorin Guy hosted
an IOM quiz with door prizes and the advertisers in the
Norton Notice newsletter provided the gifts.
The NCNOC booth was a hub of activity all day and it was
hard to get close with the crush of people at certain times
it was a festive atmosphere and there was something of
interest going on all day.
Many of the attendees said of the display that it was
amazing to see; many said they were “blown away” and
still more agreed that in all the years of attending nothing
so spectacular had been done.
The NCNOC has raised the bar again and the challenge
is now to the other clubs to step up. Including now five
best booth awards in six years, can we rest on our laurels
or is 2008 planning just begun? It was announced that
Lorin and Kathryn Guy will not be involved in the 2008
NCNOC Clubman plans, and will instead be hosting with
Hans Millberg their own show in the adjacent building.
This show is to feature continental European motorcycles,
and is called the European Motorcycle Show and Swap,
patterned like the clubman’s; Ducati is said to be the first
Marque De Excellence with featured guests and a classic
bike displays. To be held the same weekend as the Clubman
and the vintage flat tracking, this should make the March
29th week end at the Santa Clara county fairgrounds a
vintage motorcycle extravaganza.
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